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BRANDING

LOGOS, PROFESSIONAL BRANDING, PACKAGING, ETC.

An in depth look at logos, personal branding, corporate identity communication & identity, environmental branding as well as my craft beer packaging design

LOGOS

Yorkville Wealth Management
Professional Client Logo

This is my very first logo that I have sold to a
client while attending A.I. Dallas. This logo is
created using colors and design theories that
fit how a wealth management company should
operate, strong and capable of protecting your
money and investments.

Bankhead Brewing Company
Restaurant

With this logo, I was challenged with the task of
re-branding an established service here in Dallas
and I choose a local restaurant in Rowlett, TX.

Soyful Bowl
Asian Restaurant

This is the very first logo I have ever done. I had
to re-purpose it to fit a more modern look but this
is a company and concept for a restaurant that I
have yet again, made up completely.

Dragonflies
Clothing Store

This is a redesigned logo from a company that
was found randomly in the yellow pages.

Craft & Barrel
Restaurant Website

This logo is for my restaurant website. The
concept this logo focuses on the shape of an oval
that partially forms a barrel.

DecX

Mobile Application/Website
From a mobile application that I designed, DecX
is a skateboard shop that focuses on the sales of
the boards themselves.
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Personal
Branding
Grant Fry

Fry Design Branding
This is my personal branding package that
includes my logo design, letterhead, business
cards and brand colors/guidelines.

Fonts
FRYed Orange
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Space Grey

Bright White

hex #: f15e33

hex #: 4d4d4d

hex #: fafafa

RGB: 241, 95, 52

RGB: 77, 77, 77

RGB: 250, 250, 250

CMYK: 0, 78, 88, 0

CMYK: 65, 58, 57, 37

CMYK: 1, 1, 1, 0

PANTONE: 171 C

PANTONE: 7540 C

PANTONE: 000 C

Titles

Oswald

Text

Arial

Graphite Blue

Champaign Gold

Snow

Raspberry

hex #: 325060

hex #: fad16f

hex #: f2f2f2

hex #: d84141

RGB: 50, 80, 96

RGB: 250, 209, 112

RGB: 242, 242, 242

RGB: 216, 65, 65

CMYK: 83, 60, 46, 28

CMYK: 2, 17, 67, 0

CMYK: 4, 2, 2, 0

CMYK: 10, 89, 78, 1

PANTONE: 7545 C

PANTONE: 134 C

PANTONE: 7545 C

PANTONE: 1797 U

Fonts

Titles Helvetica Text
Neue

Professional
Branding
Painters Solutions Brand
Painters Solutions

Arial

When I started working for Painters Solutions,
all they had was a logo. One of the first projects
I assigned myself as Creative Director was to
establish a brand guideline to help build this
brand with recognizable fonts, colors, styles, etc.
to use across all mediums.
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Professional
Branding
Premium Painting Brand
Premium Painting Services

Similar to Painters Solutions, with Premium
Painting all they had was a logo. I had to take
what was of the logo, extract the fonts, colors,
branding style and apply it across all mediums.
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Premium Gold

Slate

White

Royal Blue

hex #: ffdf7f

hex #: 404040

hex #: ffffff

hex #: 364cb3

RGB: 255, 223, 127

RGB: 53, 53, 53

RGB: 255, 255, 255

RGB: 56, 76, 179

CMYK: 1, 11, 60, 0

CMYK: 69, 63, 62, 57

CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 0

CMYK: 87, 78, 0, 0

PANTONE: 20-0044 TPM

PANTONE: 20-0138 TPM

PANTONE: 11-0601 TPX

PANTONE: 20-0155 TPM

Fonts
Titles SKEMA
PRO

Text

Roboto

Packaging
Meso-Sweeto’s Mayan
Chocolate Beer Collection
Craft Beer Packaging Design

Conceptualized around forced connection
between Mayan design and chocolate flavoring.
This craft beer packaging is an exclusive line
designed for Dallas’s own Deep Ellum Brewery.
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Environmental
Design
Boot Artisans Campaign
Environmental Branding Design

This collateral campaign focuses on branding
a Cowboy Boot store based off of a Ad
Campaign design featured as well. The
designs include employee apron, storefront
and tradeshow booth.

Original Ad Campaign

Photography Credit: Tadd Myers Photography
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Corporate
Communication
Nashville Collateral
Campaign
City Business Bureau Design

The corporate communication goal here is to
create collateral pieces that will inspire a design
that is modern, fun and complements the
Music City concept promotion. This mobile app
concept was designed using Adobe XD.
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PRINT & DIGITAL

MAGAZINE, ADVERTISEMENT, INFOGRAPHIC, SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING,
MULTIPAGE BOOKS, EMAIL MARKETING, MOTION GRAPHICS
The next few pages will show you excerpts taken from print and digital designs.

EXCLUSIVE FASHION FOR THE MODERN MAN

JULY 2020

THE BUSINESS ISSUE

Goop For
Men?

2. The
Elegant
Maestro

THE
SECRET TO
FASHIONABLE
JAPANESE
STYLE

S

DECADES OF
FASHION FLUIDITY

4. The Street Kid
Who: “Often people ask me, ‘What is Maison Kitsune? What is the DNA?’
It’s just our lifestyle, it’s what we see and live every day,” explains Paris-born
Japanese Masaya Kuroki, who co-founded Maison Kitsune together with Gildas
Loaec. Kitsune started as a record company in 2002 that eventually branched out
into fashion. I can’t say 100 per cent of Japanese men are the most stylish, but
maybe they’re the most curious, the most adventurous. MASAYA KUROKI In
2014, Masaya moved from Paris to Japan, where Maison Kitsune has a shop and
an offshoot, Cafe Kitsune, in Aoyama. When it comes to personal style, Kuroki
sticks to his staples. “When I’m in LA, I buy three of the same jumper or denim
jacket. Vintage denim jackets – it’s something I’m crazy about. You can’t really
explain it. It’s all about feeling and how it looks because you don’t know what
life [the jacket had] before [you bought it], and I just love them so I keep buying
them! Why street style is over, in the eyes of one of its original stars, and the
menswear trends he’s seeing in Hong Kong and Japan

Shunichi Mugita is the
fashion director for design
magazine. He started his career
at 24. As a writer for Women’s
Wear Daily almost 30 years ago,
and has been attending fashion
shows since then. T-shirts,
vintage Yohji Yamamoto,
denim, and Converse All-Stars
are his wardrobe mainstays.“I
was writing for the longest time,
and attending Milan and Paris
shows for the longest time.

have seen Japanese men develop their own cuttingedge sense of style. We talk to some of the guys who
are leading the way with their distinctive looks.

5. The Fashion Plate

PHOTO BY JOHNSON LAMBORGHINI
PHOTO BY JOHNSON LAMBORGHINI
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- Shen Chang

till, his “basic” style has a nonconformist streak, seen when
he pairs a Prada coat with a tatty Coca-Cola merchandise
cap. “I’m sure people think, ‘That guy is so stupid with his
Coca-Cola hat’, but that’s why I like it,” he says, laughing.
Why Japanese men are stylish: “[For] some men, when they
wear clothes, it’s like looking at a manual. All the right
things that you have to do, they do, and for the Japanese, it
appears naturally now because they’ve had many years to
learn. Evisu makes grand Hong Kong entrance with temple of denim “I don’t
own one pair of Levi’s. On the contrary, I’m a fan of Japanese brand Evisu.
The company has had its ups and downs. Sometimes it’s very fashionable,
sometimes it’s not. I like Evisu when it’s at the bottom of the wave – that’s
when I buy it. “Evisu made a parody of Levi’s with the white paint on the back
pocket instead of the classic stitching – I love that.”

3. The
Discreet
Rebel

By Giselle Go

Have they invented a
product that could boost
male hygiene?

“A watch and briefcase is what creates
the usual business accessories
of the modern era, even in Japan!”

Yoshihito Kinoshita is
the head of suit company
Sharon, whose shop sits in
the heart of Tokyo’s fashion
district, Aoyama. With a
personal wardrobe almost
completely furnished by famed
tailoring house La Vera Sartoria
Napoletana, Kinoshita’s
personal style is impeccably
elegant. “Since I visit La Vera
Sartoria Napoletana a lot, I get
endless inspiration from their
craftsmen,” he says. Sharon
itself has been established as
the go-to for men in Japan
looking to have elegantly
cut Italian suits and Fedeli
cashmere. Why street style is
over, in the eyes of one of its
original stars, and the menswear
trends he’s seeing in Hong
Kong and Japan Why Japanese
men are stylish: “Since Japan
is an island, we are in an
environment that allows us to
create our own unique style.”

Who: Stylist Tomoki Sukezane started his career at the iconic Japanese
men’s magazine Popeye. Sukezane was urged by another stylist he met in Kyoto,
where he was originally, to join the magazine in its early days. “I always wanted
to work in fashion and at the time, the only job where you could be dedicated
to fashion was to be a stylist, so I became one,” he says. Today, Sukezane is
known for his tailored dandy-esque style and his curated take on the latest
trends – for this, he has garnered his own cult following, which he turns into
product collaborations with international brands. Why Japanese men are stylish:
“There is a samurai attitude in Japan where everything is internalized and maybe
because of that, an environment of [expression through fashion] was created.

In this photo, Our Japanese model Xie Janda is wearing a Armani
Suit with an Armani briefcase and a Shen Chang watch waiting for
his uber!

Finer y

THE FAMOUS
SHEN CHANG
WATCH
The Story Behind
The Watch
This watch is truly a special
one with a great story. A local
craftsman Shen Chang in Tokyo
crafted this watch to be used in a
variety of places throughout the
world. When he crafted this watch
he began wearing it in public and
got noticed on a elevator ride
going up in a Tokyo skyscraper by
a famous Italian watch designer
Fransisco Patrichino. He then saw
the potential in this watch and
began distributing it worldwide for
men everywhere.

The Design
This watch is truly unique and
very popular in Japanese culture. It
has multiple features like underwater proof that provides a man with
a variety of uses for this watch. It is
yet a very elegant watch that can
be used in business meetings as
well to impress anyone. Its sleek
and durable design make it a
comfortable fit for any man that is
on the go.

Where Is Shen
Now?
Shen Ching was very fortunate
enough to have created the watch
for his own personal use but to
have it sold world wide and now
creating a million dollar industry
behind this affordable and elegant
watch, there is nothing stopping
this designer from becoming one of
the best watch designers
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VOGUE IS

GOOP FOR
MEN?

The secret to

Japanese Style
Shoes, watches, hats,
Sunglasses, and more
Tips and tricks

FINERY

Mens Fashion & Lifestyle Magazine
This is a fashion magazine that focuses on the
luxury of mens current and modern business
fashion as well as a few spreads about health,
fitness and more. Created for demonstrating
compositional layout and Indesign skills.

BACK!
Creating new
& innovative
jewelry for men

Magazine

THIS NEW SITE
ISSUE PRICE $6.50

TARGETS
THE $3.7
TRILLION
WELLNESS INDUSTRY
By Rina Raphael
Photos by John Sevigney

Can Hims build a business with content & products–including pills, hair loss
treatments, and hygiene offerings–aimed at boosting men’s self-esteem?
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A FEW
YEARS AGO

E

ntrepreneur Andrew Dudum, 29, was taken aside by his sister at a family
dinner. The elder Dudum had issues with her brother’s appearance, so she
grabbed his credit card and declared, “‘I’m going to buy you skincare products
and you’re going to look a lot better,’” recalls her brother, “‘and you’re not
going to be as ashy, you’re not going to have pimples, and you won’t be as
wrinkly.’”Dudum later saw a $300 bill on his credit card, which he agrees was “an outrageous
price point for a normal guy.” All the products he bought during that shopping spree were
women’s brands.

This intervention later inspired Dudum–who previously co-founded a productivity
app called ever.com and San Francisco-based venture fund Atomic–to remedy what he
considers a deficiency in the men’s wellness space. He recognized that not every dude
has “an opinionated sister” (as he affectionately calls her) to help him find good beauty
products, and that the Internet is a hodgepodge of unverified reviews. And it wasn’t just
skincare that he found challenging to navigate–it was also personal hygiene, haircare,
sex, and health. Like women, Dudum says, men also care about these topics. Hims
founder Andrew Dudum “These are all issues
that I and my friends thought about or struggled
All of the photos on this spread
represent the hygiene products that
with at some point in our lives,” reflects Dudum.
are offered by Hims. They range
“Inevitably what happens is we Google-search
from shampoo and conditioners
($20-35) to shaving products ($5-24)
really scary stuff at 3:00 a.m. and the results are
and everything in between. These
either WebMD or snake oil products.”
products are all supposed to benefit
So this month Dudum launched Hims, a
the average male’s health and
wellness.
wellness brand crafted just for guys. Much like
Gwyneth Paltrow’s infamous Goop, Dudum’s
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“the full spectrum of men’s issues,”
says Dudum, who launched Hims
e-commerce with a hair loss product
because it’s an issue that targets males
equally. Roughly two-thirds of men
suffer hair loss by age 35, and it can
extend well into one’s 40s, 50s, and
60s.
“We really want to be a brand
that targets guys of all generations,”
reiterates Dudum. Likewise, 40% of
men experience some degree of erectile
dysfunction by the age of 40, reports the
Cleveland Clinic. While ads for Viagra
often feature affluent senior citizens
strolling the beach in white linen pants,
Dudum says that isn’t an accurate picture
for all men. Often, he says, “the reality is
the guy that is actually suffering is much
younger and makes far less money.”

newly launched site offers dozens of
articles on a multitude of health-related
topics, as well as a handful of direct-toconsumer products.
His venture raised $7MM in a
seed round led by Maverick Capital,
Forerunner Ventures, Thrive, Harry’s,
SV Angel, Amity Supply, and Cherubic
Ventures There are, of course, already
plenty of stores and resources for
men to educate themselves about
wellness-related products–be it GNC or
Livestrong–but there aren’t enough sites
that offer the same advice as women’s
resources, says Dudum. Where, for
example, would he discover the best
moisturizer for his dry skin? “Most guys
who want to take care of themselves have
to walk into Sephora,” he says in a lessthan-enthusiastic tone.
Dudum says Hims takes a holistic
approach to men’s wellness, starting
from one’s teens all the way through their
senior years. That’s why topics on the
site range from cholesterol to the early
stages of male pattern baldness. “It’s
meant to grow with you,” says Dudum
of Hims, adding, “but always in a very
authoritative and medically driven way.”
And with the global wellness industry
worth $3.7 trillion of the market,
according the Global Wellness Institute,
Hims wants a piece of this sector.
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D

udum says these topics
are difficult for most
men to talk about or
are uncomfortable to
access. An in-house
Hims survey of several hundred men
found that only 10% were comfortable
talking to a general practitioner about
these topics.

Most don’t even have a doctor.
“Men suffer in silence,” says Dudum,
who hopes Hims can serve as a safe space of sorts. As such, the site’s articles range
from informational (“What to Expect From Erectile Dysfunction Medication”) to
supportive (“The Top Reasons Men Go Bald and How to Deal With It”). Other
topics, however, do seem straight out of the Gwyneth Paltrow pseudoscience
guidebook.
Hims is subject to greater scientific oversight than most men’s lifestyle
publications and that Hims’ products and articles are reviewed by a team of

“Living a healthy lifestyle is all About balance and
commitment. If you don’t have the drive and passion to
Be the healthiest you can be then you wont be.”
-Goop CEo LanCE EvErton
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The photo to the right is demonstrating how
hims products can really create a simple
and healthy lifestyle. Both men are using
Goop salt scrub shampoo on sale now for
$42!
The photos to the left also represent men
that are currently using Hims product The
Organic Cordycepts dietary supplement
powder that is blended in their smoothies,
that is also on sale for $53!

physicians who serve as consultants.
They include Justin Ko, MD, MBA,
medical director and service chief of
medical dermatology for Stanford Health
Care; and Peter J. Stahl, MD, director of
male reproductive and sexual medicine
at New York Presbyterian Hospital
and assistant professor of urology at
the Columbia University College of
Physicians and Surgeons.
“While lifestyle content is great,
I think what we’ve seen is men really
value doctors’ opinions,” says Dudum,
noting that with many of the blogs out
there, it’s often “really hard to know what
is fact from fiction.”

PRETTY IN PINK

“There is significant opportunity in
the men’s personal care category as men
are increasingly taking more ownership
of their shopping habits as well as their
own personal routines,” Forerunner
Ventures founder Kirsten Green tells
Fast Company. “There are men out there
looking for solutions across the board to
that end, and trying to make their own
relationships with brands.”
This is what is making Hims
extremely popular among the male and
female consumers. Not only
do women want their men
to try this. Most of the male
consumers are trying Hims and
getting northing but positive
results.

16
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For all Dudum’s desire to make
Hims simple and give it broad appeal,
the site’s millennial pink-tinged design
undoubtedly veers more towards elite,
urban, hipster tastes. A quick scan
shows perfectly groomed, diverse men
smirking, with a dab of moisturizer
marked on their face, or blankly staring
ahead as a woman washes their hair.
The brand’s precious photography looks
more like an Allure spread, or as one of
my Fast Company colleagues called it,
“Glossier for the boys.” Dudum explains
that design-wise, he really wanted to
differentiate Hims from other malecentered brands, such as Axe. From his
experience, he saw men’s companies
lumped into one of two categories:
upscale gentleman (“everything is forest
green and dark blue with mahogany, with
men sitting on leather couches smoking
cigars”) or raunchy Frat boy (“X-rated
humor).

TARGETING ALL MEN

C

urrently, Hims sells products in two categories: hair loss and sexual health. The
balding treatments include finasteride, minoxidil, and DHT shampoos, and
their prices run from $11 to $28. Hims also sells sildenafil, a medical solution
for erectile dysfunction, and sells it for $2 a pill–which is significantly less
expensive than competitors like Viagra, which runs about $25 per pill. Hims
manufactures its own products with FDA-approved active ingredients once patented by
and exclusively available to big pharmaceutical companies, at upwards of 80% off what the
big guys were selling them for. The brand intends to expand into other health and beauty
categories in the coming weeks, all within a reasonable price point, Dudum says.

Affordability is key for Dudum, who says Hims will ideally appeal to men of all
backgrounds and socio-economic
status. Even the generic, adjectiveless name of his company is
intended to create mass appeal, as it
is meant to portray a fuss-free, forall-men philosophy.
“We’re going to offer straight
talk,” Dudum says, “we’re not
going to make it complicated.”
Hims ultimately wants to address
Finer y
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A

ppealing to the lowest common denominator”). Instead, Dudum endeavored
to create an elegant site and classy products that the consumer wouldn’t feel
intimidated by–or attempt to hide when a romantic companion slept over.“I
really believe that there’s an opportunity to build beautiful products that
men actually appreciate and also speak to them in a way that I think most
guys want to be spoken to, which is just directly, not a lot of bullshit, with a little bit of wit
and humor,” says Dudum. That humor is exemplified with the product’s messaging, which
often borders on the intersection of informational and cutesy. The promo for the sildenafil, for
example, reads “treat ED, ’cause you should get erections when you want them, not when it’s
convenient.”
Finer y
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Print Ad
Painters Solutions Half-Page
Advertisement
American Painting Contractor (APC)
National Magainze

American Painting Contractor magazine holds
around 30,000 national subscriptions.
This half page ad was featured in the November/
December 2021 issue and		
promotes the online store:
www.painterssolutions.com

14

Ad
Campaign
Nashville Business Bureau
City of Nashville Opry Ad Campaign

I was challenged with creating an ad campaign
that focuses on the promotion of country music
in Music City, USA. I got inspired by Hatch Show
Print (which is a Nashville based design firm) to
create these ads.
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Email
Marketing
Email Product Promotions
Painters Solutions

At Painters Solutions I was tasked of creating
email blasts to send out often. A few a week,
and at first I followed the template given by
the provider Omnisend. Then, I decided to
create my own layouts that are more visually
appealing and these are some of the layouts
promoting the products we were selling.
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Event
Poster
PSYCHO FILM POSTER
Film Event Poster

This poster features the word Psycho that was
hand-cut letters that I stitched together with string
to create a horror effect.
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Multipage
Book
Drawing the Human Figure:
A Retrospective
Client Art Book

Someone reached out to me wanting her picture
taking artwork photoshopped into looking more
like the original work. That was the first step.
Then she wanted me to lay out the artwork into a
professional looking book to give to her family (and
potentially published). This is the final result of the
entire process in spreads.
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Multipage
Book
Jessica Hische - Typographer
Leave Behind Multipage Booklet

This book is meant to be a leave behind collateral
piece for a event that is hosted in Jessica
Hische’s honor. Jessica is a brilliant typographer
and this book talks about her life, her work and
more.

19

Social
Media
Marketing
Promotional Graphics
Painters Solutions

My daily routiene at Painters Solutions. Posting
advertisements on Social Media: Facebook,
Instagram (and sometimes) Youtube. These graphics
were to promote either items we sold, got back
in stock, new items or sometimes promoting the
company and it’s services (like the rewards program,
free shipping, etc.). Some of them were motion
graphics as well. You can check out my full work at
@painterssolutions - Instagram and Facebook

Youtube Channel

20
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Motion
Graphics
Promotional Graphics
Painters Solutions Social Media

I use After Effects quite often, daily actually. To
create Instagram and Facebook stories and
reels that promote the company and its products.
These are some of the examples of motion
graphics that I have created along with QR codes
to view them entirely.

1

2

3

Motion Graphic 1

Motion Graphic 2
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Infographic
5 Ways to Save with
Painters Solutions
Promotional Infographic

This infographic highlights key points of how
Painters Solutions customers can save more
money by shopping with Painters Solutions
online rather than in store from competitors
such as Home Depot, Sherwin Williams, etc.
I also created an animated version of this
infographic to make it more appealing. Scan
the QR code to view the animated version.

Animated Version
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Mobile Comprehensives

the
Raft Path

UI/UX
Process
Book

Mobile Comprehensives
Preparation
This is the packing section in our mobile
app. This section is designed for anyone
who wants to find specific food that they
will need for their packing when they are
evacuating.

Emergency/911
Preparation
The mobile interfaces is the most important
interface to design. Our goal was to make it
simple and easy to navigate for users. We
also wanted to make sure that we had enough
details in each page in case someone is using
this app to research for before and after the

The Raft Path

This is our tutorial video section in our
app. This section is designed for those
who want to watch our training and
tutorial videos on what to do for before,
during and after the hurricane. We also
have additional rescue technique videos
as well as tips on how to navigate our
new boat tracking feature.

storm but also to use during the storm as
well in case of an emergency. The map can
be interacted with as well through pinching
or pulling your fingers apart like with normal
Google maps.

Disaster Relief Process Book
This is a UI/UX process book that shows
the creative process behind the invention
of a completely immersive and responsive
hurricane disaster relief mobile & tablet
application as well as a website for FEMA.

Storm Prep & Rescue Boat Tracking App
Ui - Ux Process Book | Grant Fry

12

Interviews

Interviews

Brian Wellington

Tablet Comprehensives

Leslie Swanson

Age: 68
Physician

“I am a Pediatrician and loving mother of two children and my family and I were
trapped in our home during Hurricane Harvey and we were trying to reach 911
and the coast guard but could not reach either one.

“I am a doctor for St. Josephs and Twelve of our hospitals in the Houston area
were evacuated by Tuesday. We still can’t move patients back because the
medical services are offline.”

Stephanie Wilson

Angela Polezzi

Age: 28
Teacher

Age: 34
Animal Shelter Veterinarian

“I am a Teacher living in Houston and during Hurricane Harvey I was unable to
reach my family to let them know that I am ok because our Telecommunications
system is partially down.

“I am a local Houston Animal Shelter Veterinarian and during Hurricane Harvey
I was able to save a lot of pets after the Hurricane and I was even put in a
video of rescuing a cat that went viral! There needs to be a pet section in the
app where we can be directed towards what to do.”

Michael Politano

Mayra Garza

Age: 47
Administrative Executive

Age: 33
Housewife

“I am an Administrative Executive at a Law Firm in the Houston area and after
Hurricane Harvey passed, I was so glad that my family was rescued by a boat
from a FEMA volunteer.

“I have severe anxiety from the worry of whether to evacuate to the stress of
having my children home from school for an unknown length of time. I hope the
app will have a timeline of the hurricane or a list/map of school closures.”

Christopher Hixon

“I am a FEMA volunteer that is also a wildlife expert and I have noticed that the
floodwaters have drawn out dangerous wild animals like snakes. There needs
to be a wildlife section in the app.”

The Raft Path Disaster App

The Raft Path Disaster App
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Map of Traiges
that have
that have
Hospitals
Hospitals
& Triages
& Triages
SpecificSpecific
Medicine
Medicine
Map of dangerous
Map of dangerous
List of Dangerous
List of Dangerous
still water
stillareas
water areas Chemicals
Chemicals
Human Human
Chain Chain
Technique
Technique

Mother Mother
FEMA FEMA
Volunteers
Volunteers

WIFI Balloon
WIFI Balloon

Multi-Lingual
Multi-Lingual
Volunteers
Volunteers

Better Storage
Better Storage
for
for
SchoolsSchools
& Libraries
& Libraries

Live Map
Live Map

Calendar
Calendar
to showto show
set up ofsettriages
up of triages

PowerPower

List of Outages
List of Outages

Community
Community
Systems
Systems

Food/Water
Food/Water
StockStock
PilingPiling

FundFund
Raisers
Raisers

Flood Control
Flood Control
SystemSystem
Reporting
Reporting

SpecificSpecific
FEMA FEMA
Volunteers
Volunteers
Map of Open
Map of Open
GroceryGrocery
Stores Stores

SpecificSpecific
CelebrityCelebrity
Influence
Influence
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Desktop Comprehensives

Live Boat
Live
Tracking
Boat Tracking

Volunteers
Volunteers

FEMA Volunteers
FEMA Volunteers
Boat Volunteers
Boat Volunteers

Multi-Lingual
Multi-Lingual
Multi-Lingual Multi-Lingual
Psycholigists
Volunteers
Volunteers Psycholigists

Chatrooms
Chatrooms

Medical
Medical
& &
First Aid
First Aid

TraumaTrauma
and and
TherapyTherapy

Child Child
Psychologists
Psychologists

Preparation
Now that we have more screen real estate we were able to occupy more
features on our website for the sorting feature for the Raft Path plan. We were
able to add more links to external distributors such as Walmart and Amazon.
The rest of the sorting has remained pretty much the same as the mobile and
tablet interfaces.

Each phase is color coded with different shades
of blue so that this interface project will be easier
to read and understand for FEMA and its volunteers
based on my research of past, current and future
storm research. The bubbles that are surrounded
with red lines are parts of the project that I found
would be a great new addition to the current FEMA
application and website.

Pharmacy
Pharmacy
Refill Refill

Rebuilding
Rebuilding

Preparation
The desktop comprehensives represent what
The Raft Path websites will look like. The
navigation has remained the same and on top
of the website. The logo looks clearer and the
navigation has some transparency in it to see
the website as you are navigating through the

Materials
Materials
Inspection
Inspection
Code Code

TimelineTimeline
of Communication
of Communication
Restoration
Restoration

The Raft Path Disaster App

website as well. I choose a radar icon as a
big image because this plan/website and app
focuses on tracking. The website is critical to
those that want to know more about our plan
and want to do more extensive research for
what to do before, during and after the storm.

Emergency/911
With the tutorial videos we were able to make the videos bigger and also add
more description to the video since the users that are navigating to this page
on a desktop might not be in trouble and might be trying to research on what
to do in an emergency.

The red dashed line
represents new additions to
the application
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The users will be able to navigate easily through
the First Phase which is Preparation, The Second
Phase which is the 911/Emergency Hurricane in
action phase and finally the Third Phase which is
after the hurricane/recovery process. With the first
phase, users will learn about how to pack food
and water, secure their housing and prepare an
evacuation plan as well as other methods that can
help them survive the upcoming storm. With the
Second phase, users will be able to connect with
FEMA volunteers more successfully, have more
tutorial videos and live maps that can help them
learn new techniques to survive the Hurricane.
Finally, with the third phase, users can learn how
to recover from the storm with helpful community
systems, chat rooms, first aid and rebuilding
techniques as well as helpful materials.

Tutorial Tutorial
Videos Videos

Efficient
Efficient
Shelter
Shelter
System
System

Live Map
Live
of Map of DifferentDifferent
Types Types
Pet Shelters
Pet Shelters of Pet Shelters
of Pet Shelters

The flood control system reporting
also works the same on this interface.
However since the form is on a
bigger screen it makes it easier for
the users of the app to type a more
detailed message to send to our FEMA
volunteers.

The Raft Path Disaster App

Desktop Comprehensives

AfterAfter

New Rescue
New Rescue
Techniques
Techniques

ContactContact
Police/ Police/
Emergency
Emergency
SystemsSystems
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After

The Site map is simply a model of what the
desktop, mobile and tablet application will contain.
With this sitemap and its contents any user will
be able to learn and adapt any current or new
processes that can help them prepare, survive and
recover from a Storm.

911/Emergency
911/Emergency

Store Crowd
Store Crowd
Control Control

And Area
And Area

5

Site Map
Home
Home

Secure
Secure
House
House
Securing
Securing
House
House

The tutorial video section in our tablet
app is similar to the mobile app. The
important thing to remember about the
tablet app is that the navigation for the
tablet app is simplified and on complete
display where as with the mobile app,
for most of the pages you just see the
bottom three steps which makes up the
nav. Being the prepare, emergency and
after.

Age: 23
Wildlife Expert

“I am a distribution manager for HEB grocery stores. Our distribution trucks are
having trouble distributing supplies and food to our grocery stores. I hope that the
app could help provide a timeline of the storm.”

BuildingBuilding
Materials
Materials

Emergency/911

Jay Klapper

Age: 50
Distribution Manager

Map of Open
Map of Open
GroceryGrocery
Stores Stores

Like the mobile app or any of the
interfaces the boat tracking is a very
important feature of the Raft Path plan.
Everything about this feature is rendered
the same across all of the important
interfaces. The only difference between
this and the mobile app is a bigger map
which makes reading it clear. If you have
a tablet that connects to the Internet
you can still request a boat if you need
rescuing.

Artie Rangler

Age: 42
Pediatrician

Food/Water
Food/Water
StockStock
PilingPiling

After

Very similar to our mobile app, but with
the Live evacuation map section in our
tablet app we are able to provide more
information and a bigger map that can
show the evacuation routes in more
detail, like the mobile app the map can
also be zoomed in with a finger tap.

“I am a local Art Curator in Houston, Texas. I have noticed that FEMA is great
at helping with the mess after the Hurricane, but what about the fundraising? I
would love to attend or host a fundraising event.”

13

Tablet Comprehensives

Preparation

Age: 32
Art Curator

“I am an accountant but I love to volunteer for FEMA during natural Disasters, so
I was a local volunteer who was going door to door and was trying to get rescue
vehicles and helped his neighbors get to safety.

Preparation
Preparation
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Leah Scobee

Age: 35
Accountant

4
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WEB & MOBILE
PREMIUM PAINTING, FINANCIAL, THEY VS. THEM APPLICATION
The final portion of my portfolio recognizes the design work that I have completed for the World Wide Web.

Premium
Painters
Website
Premium Painters

Painting Service Wordpress Website
I worked for a company that did Painting services
in Dallas, Texas. They needed a website for their
business and I designed a website for them.
I kept it simple and branded it towards their logo
and brand guidelines (I created the brand based
off their logo as well, as described on page 8).
It’s a single page website with multiple sections.
Feel free to check it out at: 			
www.premiumpainting.services
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Financial
Website
Forteris Wealth Mgmt.
Financial Planning Wordpress Website

IN 2020: I was able to get in contact with a
financial advisor that needed a website redesign.
Just learning wordpress, I was able to redesign
their website within a few weeks while attending
Art Institute of Dallas.
AS OF 2022: Unfortunately the company just
recently hired a marketing firm that came with a
website design option in their contract. So this
version of the website that I created is no longer
available. It was live at one point.
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Mobile
Application
THEY VS. THEM
app button

Board Game Mobile Application
A fun but daring project, they vs. them is a
board game that has a mobile app component.
The game is about debunking stereotypes, in a
party card game style. This was a design team
project with myself as the manager overseeing
the designers work. My portion of the project is
displayed here.

Interactive View

face (front of) cards
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